
Wild creatures search the trees in the cold months looking 
for nuts, berries and seeds. Can you find them too?

In the winter, the trees are 
bare. But you can often find 
leaves underneath that will 
help you work out what kind 
of tree it is. Some people 
can identify trees just from 
their buds!

www.rspb.org.uk/wildchallenge
Sign up and earn rewards!

with treesGo nuts

… in autumn and winter

What tree is it?

Red berries Helicopter seeds 

The tree wants birds to see its 
berries, so they will eat them and 
spread the seeds in their poo.

Other berry colours you’ve seen

These seeds have little ‘wings’ 
and the wind can carry them 
a long way.

How many paces from 
the tree trunk is the 
farthest away seed?

Nut harvest 

Can you find any that have 
been half-eaten?

All wrapped up

Find a nut or seed 
in a case. Is it hard 
or prickly? 

Conifer cone 

Take a conifer cone 
home. Does it open 
up after a few days?

Send us pictures of what you’ve found.
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Have you ever tried bark rubbing? Use a light-coloured sheet 
of paper, hold it against the tree trunk and rub a crayon over it.

Watch the pattern of the bark come 
through as you rub. You can try this 
with leaves too. You’ll need to put 
your leaf down on a flat surface 
before you start rubbing.

Choose the perfect 
tree with lots of texture, 

      for best results!

There’s more below!
Every tree has a mass of roots 
underground that supply it with 
water and nutrients. How far out 
do you think the roots go? Here’s 
how you can find out. 

Stand with your back to the trunk. 
Walk to the exact point where the 
branches above your head run out, 
counting your steps as you go. Take 
the same number of steps again.  
You’re now probably standing 
over the tips of the roots!

Rub rub

Wild Challenge extra
Here are more things for you to do.


